Physically-based land surface segmentation: 
Theoretical background and outline of interpretations
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Abstract — Incorporation of a physically-based general geomorphological theory directly into the segmentation algorithm is fundamental to physically-based land surface segmentation. Topographical steady state for morphostructural segmentations with five types of elementary forms defined by the principle of equilibrium provides a basis for definition of input variables. Examples of application introduce two new physically-based geomorphometric variables: Index of Steady State (ISS) quantifying the closeness of regions to a topographic steady state; and Index of Slope Disequilibrium (ISD), expressing percentage deviation from an equilibrium state of gravitational Potential Energy of Surface (PES) for mass flow.

I. INTRODUCTION

The land surface is formed by a set of geomorphological processes controlled by physical fields. Altitude is an approximation of the most important force – the gravity field. Hence all geomorphometric variables specific to the gravity field [1, 2] have a physical interpretation. However, this principle is not explicitly used in segmentation procedures that try to replicate traditional morphological or genetic classifications, most of which use empirical statistical approaches, e.g. [3, 4].

Physically-based land surface segmentation builds on the general geomorphological theory that is directly incorporated in the segmentation algorithm. Instead of pure statistical approaches, the input variables are selected and construed on the basis of their interpretational power. Consequently, the resultant segments have clear physical individuality, and interpretability is guaranteed.
topography that can be physically expressed as relief brake force (RBF, Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Three basic physical-geomorphic categories contained in the topography, suitable for morphostructural segmentation. Physical inputs: σ - rock density, g - gravitational acceleration. EnW represents the mean work expended on uplift of unit volume \( V = 1 \text{ m}^3 \) of a block, therefore both EnW and ExW have to be considered in units of work. Also RBF is the unit force (deceleration of the movement of unit mass point, \( m = 1 \text{ kg} \)).

All three physically-based variables are analogous to standard geomorphometric variables frequently used for land surface segmentation. EnW corresponds to altitude, ExW matches the range of altitudes (amplitude or vertical dissection) and RBF expresses the average slope of an area. Inclusion of rock density (that can be estimated by reclassification of geological maps) helps to distinguish contrasting geological regions.

Because all inputs are local area-based variables [1] the measure of land surface generalization is strongly influenced by the size of moving window for their calculation. Setting of the window on the basis of the topographic grain concept [5] is one way to optimize identification of scale-dependent structures.

III. ELEMENTARY SEGMENTATION

Physically-based elementary land surface segmentation should reflect physical conditions of various types of stability of the smallest landforms. In line with [6] various types of stability can be linked with the homogeneity (constant values) of some geomorphometric variables (Fig. 2).

Long-term exogenous processes minimize differentiation of potential energy, and by planation they lead toward the most stable elementary forms - horizontal plains. The existence of linear slopes demonstrates stability thresholds, e.g. angle of repose [7], as well as equilibrium between the energy necessary for load transport and the down slope gravitational force. Curvatures determine interconnected mechanisms of mass flow acceleration / deceleration and concentration / diffusion [8] that can lead to curved elementary forms in dynamic equilibrium. Dynamic equilibrium states can be linked also with change of curvatures, e.g. homogeneous change of mass flow diffusion can allow for symmetrical growth of alluvial fans with constant slope such as those described e.g. by [9].
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Figure 2. Basic variables of the physically-based elementary land surface segmentation and equilibrium forms defined by their constant values.

Other equilibrium elementary forms can relate to the influence of some other morphometric properties as well as non-morphometric characteristics (mainly rock and soil properties), and by various combination of all. E.g. unit potential energy defined by altitude can be replaced by local unit potential energy defined by relative height above local base of erosion (thalweg), which can lead to a better identification of gently inclined river
terraces or pediments. However the maximum homogeneity of elementary forms from the point of view of unit potential gravitational energy and/or local gravitational forces, as well as mass flow characteristics (Fig. 2), should be a goal of physically-based elementary segmentation.

Theoretical assumptions about the affinity of exogenous landforms to constant values of normal gradient change (~ profile curvature) were supported by an empirical test in [10]. It can be used for meaningful generalization of DEMs for elementary landform segmentation [11].

IV. APPLICATIONS

We apply physically-based land surface segmentation in the framework of object-based image analysis (OBIA). The techniques developed as upgrades of our already published algorithms [12, 13, 14] are complex, and will be presented elsewhere. Here, only two examples documenting the interpretive power of the concept are outlined.

First, morphostructural segmentation of the Western Carpathians (Fig. 3) uses data and techniques described in [15].

From the variables used for morphostructural segmentation we derive the Index of Steady State (ISS). It should express the closeness of regions to a topographic steady state:

\[
ISS = \frac{ExW \cdot BF}{ExW^{\frac{3}{2}}} \cdot \frac{ExW_{\text{mean}}}{BF_{\text{mean}}}
\]

where ExW_{\text{mean}} and BF_{\text{mean}} are mean values of ExW and BF in the whole analysed territory, (ExW and BF are explained on Fig. 1).

Values above the mean point to the dominance of endogenous work (younger and/or ampler uplift); below-average values imply dominance of exogenous work and can point to a relatively longer and/or more complex denudation history. The presence of thicker Quaternary sediments leads to overestimation of ISS. The results confirm several hypotheses of young morphotectonic development of the Western Carpathians [16]. Fig. 3 shows that ISS is independent of preservation of the most extensive planation surfaces, hence the old idea of full area planation can be rejected. Rather, this evidence supports the concept of spatially limited Neogene planation.

The second example concerns physically-based elementary segmentation of part of a complex glacial cirque (Fig. 4). A primary very detailed DEM produced by terrestrial laser scanning and UAV photogrammetry (see [17] for details) was generalized to a level suitable for elementary segmentation using analysis of third order derivatives [11]. Altitude, slope, aspect, plan and profile curvatures were used as input to the segmentation algorithm, in line with Fig. 2.

Because of different scale and inputs, ISS is irrelevant here. But variables used for the elementary segmentation can be unified for interpretation on the basis of our new Index of the Slope Disequilibrium (ISD):

\[
ISD [\%] = 100 \left( \frac{V_n}{\sin \theta} - A_1 \right)
\]
expressing percentage deviation of unit gravitational Potential Energy of Surface (PES) for mass flow from an equilibrium state (Symbols: S - slope, $A_s$, $k_a$, plan and profile curvatures).

Development of the algorithm (an upgrade of that presented by [13]) is in progress and its ability to distinguish more and less balanced slopes is a performance criterion. Darker blue colours on Fig. 4 point to the highest gravitational potential for deposition: darker red colours, for denudation. Comparing it with the geomorphological map [18], this pattern of denudation/accumulation potentials is characteristic to the youngest glacial and nival landforms that are logically farthest from the gravitational equilibrium surface. On the other hand, surfaces of talus cones (with slopes close to the angle of internal friction) have ISD values closest to zero. Elementary forms basically match with the ISD distribution: however further work (including detailed field research) is necessary to confirm and explain this.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We consider the systematic connection of geomorphic theory and empirical investigation as strategic for the future development of geomorphometry. Segmentation based on geomorphometric variables derived from physical theory enables clear physical and geomorphological interpretation of the results. The main contribution of this paper is the new concept of physically-based land surface segmentation, including two related indexes (ISS and ISD), which support its application.

We used one of the most developed segmentation techniques to document the feasibility of our theoretical concept. Nevertheless, the theory is not bound to a specific methodology. The settings and specifications of the algorithm used will be presented elsewhere.
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